12th YOUNG ARTISTS EXHIBITION
ENTRY FORM
Personal data (individual or group representative)
FIRST NAME
LAST NAME
TAG [optional]
DATE OF BIRTH
PLACE OF BIRTH
NATIONALITY
Permanent address
NUMBER

STREET
POST CODE

TOWN

PROVINCE

COUNTRY
Current address (if different from above)
NUMBER

STREET
POST CODE

TOWN

PROVINCE

COUNTRY
Contact details
TEL

MOBILE

EMAIL

WEB SITE

Education [maximum 700 characters including spaces]
List courses and qualifications

Brief biographical details [maximum 700 characters including spaces]
Provide a short biography that will be published in the catalogue and on the site. The text can be edited, without altering the content, for any editing needs.

Artist statement [700 characters maximum including spaces]
Describe your work [for example: in which contexts you like to operate, what are the topics you’re passionate about,
how would you define your artistic work, more ...]

Motivational Letter [maximum 700 characters including spaces]

Explain why you are interested in participating in this selection [for example: you are interested in the proposed
methodology, you are curious about the theme, you like to work in teams, more ...]

Indica come sei venuto/a a conoscenza del bando
MUNICIPALITY OF TRIESTE and/or www.artefatto.info
GAI
BJCEM
SOCIAL NETWORK [specify]
OTHER [specify, for example, promotional materials, magazines, word of mouth, more]
Application procedure
Send an email with “ARTEFATTO_SEETHESEA_residency” in the subject field and containing the
following attachments, not exceeding 20 Mb in total, to questions@artefatto.info:
a) the entry form with all sections completed filled in
b) a valid identity document in .pdf or .jpg format
c) a digital portfolio in .pdf format or - 5 high resolution photos of your significative works
The applications should be sent before 15 December 2017
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
I declare that I have read the notice and agree to the terms of participation. I authorize printing, publishing and displaying, free of charge, images of works. I also authorize the processing of personal data for the purposes permitted by law [Art. 7, Legislative Decree 196/2003
Privacy]
Required field
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
CONTACTS
Municipality of Trieste – Department of Education, Schooling, Culture and Sport PAG_Progetto
Area Giovani
Piazza della Cattedrale 4/a - 34121 Trieste (Italy)
+39 040 348 5818 +39 347 448 7964
questions@artefatto.info
www.artefatto.info, www.retecivica.trieste.it, pag.comune.trieste.it

The Municipality of Trieste is associated with

